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Introduction 
The job of B2B sales people in FMCG/CPG has always been challenging, but in recent years it has become 
tougher and tougher… 
 
Economic pressures, increased competition, consolidation on retail-side, etc., etc. 
 
You need all the tools, information and support you can get your hands on to be successful! 
 
One powerful, yet often overlooked tool is planograms.  For a long time only affordable for big companies 
with deep pockets and full-time specialists to operate complex and expensive software.  But not any 
longer! 
 
With Retail Shelf Planner we have introduced planogram software that everybody can afford, and is so 
easy to use that even non-specialists can create professional planograms quickly and efficiently. 
 
However, this white paper is not about our software.  It is about how professional planograms can make 
your life in B2B sales in FMCG/CPG a lot easier, nicer and better. 
 
Based on my 25+ years of experience with companies in all sizes, operating in many industries and all over 
the globe, and input from colleagues with even more experience, I’ve combined the theory with practical 
examples.  In the last two chapters of the document I’ve included several real-life cases.  (Please note that 
to protect the innocent, all illustrations are presented anonymously.) 
 
I trust that you’ll find it helpful and are ready to answer any questions you may have after reading it.  Send 
them to sales@retailshelfplanner.com and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Erwin Bergsma 
Managing Director 
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B2B sales people in FMCG/CPG are in a tough spot 
The job of B2B sales people in FMCG/CPG has always been challenging, but in recent years it has become 
tougher and tougher… 
 
Whether you are a Sales Manager, (Key) Account Manager, … for a supplier or manufacturer, you are facing 
ever stronger business partners on the retail side.  Better informed, higher educated, and thanks to the 
ongoing consolidation in retail, representing more and more purchasing power. 
 
Economic pressure is high, so new products receive less and less time to prove themselves on the shelves, if 
they get a chance at all, because the “shelves are full”.  The question these days is more and more if the 
opportunity of adding a new product to the retailer’s assortment outweighs the risk and costs.  After all, 
some 90% of new product introductions fail, so the odds are not too good… 
 
As a result, you and your competitive counterparts are facing an ever-increasing challenge to do the core 
tasks of your job: 
 

➢ Protect the business by keeping your current range merchandised properly 
➢ Grow the business by increasing distribution for the current assortment 
➢ Increase sales by introducing innovations, and getting them on the shelves before your competitors do 

 
Your marketing colleagues will have to do their fair share with new product development, and compelling 
advertising to entice consumers.  But it is up to “Sales”, where possible supported by Trade Marketing, to 
convince the retail partners to actually adopt their strategies, and do something with those new products. 
 
 

Planograms are a great tool to do so! 

Among several other things, planograms are a sales 
person’s “best friend”. 
 
They allow you to translate your (company’s) in-depth 
knowledge of the category and the consumer into 
something every retailer knows and appreciates: an 
actionable plan in a “language” they understand. 
 
By visualizing the shelf set and assortment merchandised, 
you demonstrate that there is space for those new 
products.  And by using reliable and comparable 
performance figures, you also show that these sales and 
profit predictions are realistic, and not just some “pie in 
the sky” wishful thinking. 
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B2B sales people in FMCG/CPG are in a tough spot, continued 

Preparing for new product introductions 

With up to 90% of all new product introductions failing, it is somewhat understandable that many retailers 
are reluctant, or at least careful to agree to a roll-out of something new and unproven. 
 
The first questions every retailer asks are: 
 

➢ How much sales & profit will this new product generate? 

➢ Where can I fit it on the shelves? 

➢ What will it look like next to the other products in the assortment? 

 
Using professional space management software makes it easy to have the answers to these questions 
ready before they are even asked!  Due to cost and complexity, for a long time these applications were only 
available to large companies with big budgets, and dedicated staff to operate them. 
 
Smaller companies had to mess around with “planograms” in Excel, PowerPoint, or even Paint.  Or buy 
sufficient stock and a section with shelves, manually set up a presentation, take photos and use these to 
convince their retail partners.  Inefficient and not the level of professionalism expected today. 
 
Not any longer! 
 
Retail Shelf Planner is a budget- and user-friendly solution that allows smaller companies and non-
specialists to benefit from the same professional and powerful features to support your commercial efforts.  
Check https://retailshelfplanner.com for more details, or contact us to see how we can help you to benefit 
from planograms as well. 
 
In the next chapter, I’ll explain how planograms can help prepare you for these questions. 

  

https://retailshelfplanner.com/
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How do planograms answer the retailer’s key questions? 

Question 1.  Where does the new product fit on the shelf? 
This is the foundation for answering the rest of the questions, and breaks down in two steps: 
 
Merchandising Strategy 
You start by replicating the current shelf layout. 
 
Using color coding, you can quickly see if the products are 
grouped logically, i.e. in line with the way consumers make 
decisions when they are about to purchase products in the 
category.  (Brand, flavor, size, …)  Making the category easier to 
shop, will usually already generate an increase in sales and 
customer satisfaction. 
 
In the schematic planogram on the right, it is easy to spot that 
while there is a logic grouping of the products, several products 
are not in the right location. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Stock vs. Sales 
Since a professional planogramming tool takes into 
consideration the available shelf space (width, depth, vertical 
merchandising space) as well as the physical dimensions of the 
products, the software can quickly tell you how much stock fits 
on the shelves. 
 
Comparing that with how much is being sold, and how often the 
shelves are replenished, you will quickly see which products 
currently have too much stock vs. sales, and where you can 
reduce facings to create space for the new product(s). 

 

 

 
Visual analyses allow you to quickly look at the planogram from a different perspective.  The software will 
dynamically assign colors to the products if there is too much stock (green) or not enough (red). 
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How do planograms answer the retailer’s key questions?, continued 

Question 2.  What will the new product look like next to the others? 
This question is easily answered by switching from schematic colored blocks, to a “real-life view”.  Using 
pack shots, in space planning often referred to as Live Images, you immediately see on screen what the 
section will look like in the store. 
 

 
 

 

   
 
 

Want to replicate reality even better?  Hook the PC up to 
a projector, and display the section life-size on a wall! 
 
Or use a photo of the store as a “background” so that you 
have a good idea how your planogram will look in its 
“natural environment”. 
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How do planograms answer the retailer’s key questions?, continued 

Question 2.  What will the new product look like next to the others?, continued 
 
Since these “Live Images” can be made from any digital image, your marketing colleagues will be interested 
in this part as well, since it allows them to evaluate various packaging designs in a “real life environment” 
without having to create expensive dummy products.  And even better, a single image will suffice, 
regardless of how many facings wide or high the product is merchandised. 
 
More benefits for marketing, and thus opportunities for you to tap into their budget, later on in the chapter 
“Involve Marketing”. 
 
 

Question 3.  How much sales and profit will the new product generate? 
You could have started by answering this question, using some market research data, and (sometimes 
overly optimistic) projections given to you by your marketing colleagues. 
 
However, by answering the other two questions in a concise, convincing and pragmatic way first, you have 
established a stronger level of trust.  And you can simply build upon that! 
 
As many of the new products are line extensions, or in other ways comparable with products that are 
already in the assortment, it is very easy and effective to use one of these existing products as the basis for 
your new product.  Adopt the historical sales data of the current range in the retailer or marketplace, i.e. its 
“own” data, for trends, cannibalization* and decay** where applicable, and you can present a compelling, 
realistic and believable forecast for unit sales.  Combine this with a suggested retail price and margins, to 
have a strong story on profit potential. 
 

* Cannibalization: the sales from a new product in a range could partly come from consumers switching (part of) their 
purchases from an existing item to the new one. 

** Decay: while comparable with an existing item in the range, the new item may add only a reduced amount of incremental 
sales to the category. 

 
Then combine this data with the analytical capabilities of professional planogram software, to create a 
scorecard and before/after comparisons. 
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How do planograms answer the retailer’s key questions?, continued 

Promotions & POS/POP materials 

Apart from the standard / ongoing shelf set where the category is merchandised, planograms can also be 
used to show and sell the impact of Point-of-Sale / Point-of-Purchase materials and displays. 
 
Some categories lend themselves more than others to in-store marketing activities, but the examples below 
give you an idea of how planograms can translate your ideas in a clear visual proposition to share with your 
retail partner. 
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Involve Marketing 
As mentioned before, planograms will offer quite a few benefits to your Marketing colleagues as well.  Not 
only as part of the New Product Development cycle, where planograms allow them to evaluate their ideas 
against “reality”, but also when they are planning special promotions that impact packaging size. 
 
We’ve seen many examples where the Marketing team wished they had verified their idea versus real-life 
in-store situations before starting the production run.  Some examples of costly mistakes that could have 
easily been avoided: 
 

Brand specific beer-glass with 6-pack 
A great idea: as part of a promotion to drive popularity and sales of a specialty beer, give each 
buyer of a 6-pack a branded and distinctively shaped glass to enhance the drinking experience.  
(And drive repeat-sales, as one doesn’t want to leave that special glass unused.) 

 

Unfortunately, nobody thought to check how the 6-packs were merchandised in the supermarkets… 

During roll-out it was discovered that the 6-pack with the glass in a box taped on top, didn’t fit 
on the shelves.  To abort the promotion would have been a total disaster, thus a last-minute, 
urgent and non-budgeted order for the production and distribution of specific displays was 
required. 
 
Packaging design failure 
The design of the packaging for the new product looked good and promising.  Everybody was 
looking forward to the launch, and the success that would follow.  First weeks’ sales were 
disappointing.  The investigation into why the new product didn’t live up to expectations gave 
a simple, yet shocking answer: on its own the new product packaging looked very good, but on 
the shelf, next to its competitors, it completely “disappeared”. 
 

 
  

?
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Involve Marketing, continued 
Volume plus promo failed 
One of the big detergent brands decided to do a volume plus promo.  Nothing special you’d 
say, but in this case the extra volume increased the height of the product packaging to a point 
where it no longer fit in its normal location on the shelves in most retailers.  So, sales from its 
normal shelf-position were impossible for the duration of the promo, and the retailers’ store 
staff were facing a lot of extra work to deal with products that didn’t fit, and had to find a new 
spot for them…   
 
New product dimensions made no sense 
The marketing team in a salty snacks manufacturer came up with a new product playing into 
the consumer demand of a large bag containing single user/consumption sized packs.  To 
differentiate from competition, they decided to not follow the “block” size of several small 
bags wide, deep and high, but go for a “tube” appearance.  A wide, but not high, nor deep 
packaging. 
 
What they didn’t realize, was that the dimensions of the package allowed only two facings to 
be placed on each shelf, leaving the rest of the shelf useless and thus empty.  As the bags 
didn’t stack well either, the majority of the vertical merchandising space was left unused as 
well, unless retailers were ready to add extra shelves to the section in all their stores.  (Which, 
given the required investment in fixturing materials and handling wasn’t the case.) 
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Involve Marketing, continued 
 
Coffee and cookies 
Again, a great idea, similar to the beer glass.  In this case a cookie manufacturer who decided 
to include a coffee cup and saucer as part of the promo.  Shrink-wrapped to the box of cookies, 
so that there wasn’t any additional handling for the retail staff in store.  Well thought through!  
Or not? 
 
The increased size of the packaging resulted in the product no longer fitting in its regular shelf 
space.  So instead of two facings, only one facing could be merchandised.  The result: not 
enough stock on shelf, so out-of-stocks, and a less than optimal result of the promotion… 
 
Sweets too heavy for displays 
Another promising volume plus promo.  In this case bags of sweets.  Fully supported by 
specially designed, colorful displays to attract even more attention.  Unfortunately, the focus 
had been too much on the visuals, and not enough on the practicalities… 
 
When the displays were installed in the stores, it turned out that when the “shelves” were fully 
loaded to satisfy consumer demand, the total weight of the bags was too much.  And the 
displays started to collapse...  The only solution was to merchandise less stock, which resulted 
in empty displays, and lost sales. 

 
Six examples of problems or even outright failures that could have simply been prevented if Marketing had 
involved Sales / Trade Marketing to evaluate their plans using planograms.  The costs would have been a 
fraction of the lost opportunities and/or the additional costs of fixing the errors. 
 
And then we’re not even taking into consideration the blow to your professional image, and the strain on 
your relationship with the retailer(s) who had to deal with all these problems and inefficiencies in all their 
stores!  Would you be looking forward to discuss the next in-store promotion? 
 
It would be smart to use some of the NPD or marketing promotion budget on planograms, and everybody 
will be happier and more successful! 
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Real-life examples on how planograms helped sales 
In this section you’ll find several examples of real-life situations where planograms were a great help to 
strengthen the relationship between business partners, improve financial performance and make 
consumers happier. 
 

CHALLENGING/VALIDATING THE CATEGORY LEADER'S PROPOSAL 

 
 
Client  
The main challenger in the chips / salty snacks category  
 

Business Issue  
The sales manager was asked to come up with a proposal for the category by one of the largest 
food retailers in the country. The purpose was to challenge/validate the proposal made by the 
category leader.  
 

Solution / Approach  
GRBS staff visited a store of the retailer, and bought one sample of each product in the approx. 
100 SKU category. These products were then measured and photographed. Working together 
with the sales manager additional characteristics were added to the product data.  
 
The retailer provided the current reference planogram in PDF format, which was then 
recreated in Retail Shelf Planner together with the product data collected. Using consumer 
driven segmentation, the grouping of products, as well as the location of several segments was 
reconsidered. Comparing the current assortment with a ranking based on market research 
data, several gaps were discovered. Using weekly unit sales, the allocated space of all products 
was reviewed and corrected where needed.  
 

Result  
The manufacturer was able to present an improved, consumer driven planogram. As a result of 
the numbers-based analyses, 6 additional SKU’s were added to the assortment, providing 
consumers more choice, and driving financial results for both the retailer and the 
manufacturer. 
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Real-life examples on how planograms helped sales, continued 
 

HELPING A RETAILER TO MAKE SENSE OF A COMPLICATED CATEGORY 

 
 
Client  
A key player in the cleaning category  
 

Business Issue  
One of their retail clients was struggling to make sense of the 300+ SKU cleaning category, with 
products ranging from small 75 ml tubes of metal polish to 5-liter jars with floor cleaning 
liquids, and asked for their support. 
 

Solution / Approach  
GRBS staff visited a store of the retailer, and photographed in detail the 12 allocated bays, as 
well as several adjacent bays with somewhat related products. Based on these photographs, 
the current layout was converted into a Retail Shelf Planner planogram. In addition, one item 
of each product was bought, 2 full shopping carts! These products were then measured and 
photographed, and added to the planogram.  
 
Working together with the Key Account Manager and the Brand Manager the current layout 
was reviewed. To simplify the implementation for the retailer, and increase the understanding 
of the category in the stores, it was decided to split the 12 bays into two 6 bay planograms. 
The products were re-grouped and put in a logic order based on a consumer driven 
segmentation, and taking into consideration the adjacent categories.  
 
Comparing the current assortment with a ranking based on market research data, several gaps 
were discovered, which was corrected along the way by introducing new products. 
 

Result  
The manufacturer was able to present an improved, consumer driven planogram. Several 
additional SKU’s were added to the assortment, providing consumers more choice, and driving 
financial results for both the retailer and the manufacturer.   
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Real-life examples on how planograms helped sales, continued 
 

MAKING A COMPLICATED CATEGORY EASIER TO SHOP 

 
Client  
A manufacturer and wholesaler in the “nail-art” industry  
 

Business Issue  
This company is a leader in the field of “nail-art”.  The first product to think about is nail polish, 
but the assortment also includes artificial nails, and everything that is used to apply, maintain, 
and “dress-up” these nails with glitter, stones, patterns, etc.  Generally speaking a very large 
number of small products, with literally several hundreds of products per bay, so finding the 
right product was getting harder and harder for the consumers. 
 
In addition to their fixed wholesale locations, the company attended 12 large fairs around 
Europe where they’d set up a temporary “store” as part of the stand they had presenting 
themselves to the public.  With turnaround times between fairs often being short, and 
availability of knowledgeable staff a challenge, they looked for ways to improve their business. 
 

Solution / Approach  
The company decided to use the Retail Shelf Planner software to create planograms for the 
various categories within their assortment.  Doing this at their HQ allowed the planning people 
to tap into the knowledge of product and marketing specialists. 
 
Using the marketing driven planograms, the operations department set up the fixtures in the 
central warehouse, and filled them with the right products.  The fixtures were then “shrink-
wrapped” and send to the next fair, where they only had to be put in the right location, 
eliminating the need for setting the shelves on the spot which would require in-depth 
knowledge of all categories and the corporate strategy. 
 
Using a set of standard reports about stock on shelf in combination with a sales forecast, it was 
easy to establish the amount of extra stock that had to be shipped to the fair, optimizing the 
rest of the logistics. 
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Real-life examples on how planograms helped sales, continued 
 

MAKING A COMPLICATED CATEGORY EASIER TO SHOP, continued 

Result  
The marketing / consumer driven merchandising presentation of the products made the 
categories much easier to shop for the consumers, which resulted in a 15% plus in sales while 
the overall market was declining. 
 
In addition, there were significant operational efficiencies: 
 

➢ First, it was no longer required to build the fixtures locally, using inexperience staff, 
thus saving time and improving quality 

➢ Second, due to being able to compare sales forecast with initial stock on shelf, it was 
much easier to plan the amount of extra stock that had to be sent to the fair, ensuring 
that no out-of-stocks would occur (i.e. no lost sales), but on the other hand avoiding 
excessive and unnecessary “safety stock” that had to be handled and shipped back and 
forth 

 

IMPROVING RETURN ON SPACE BY OPTIMIZING CASE SIZE 

Client  
Manufacturer of packaged Food products 
 

Business Issue 
Most retailers apply something known as the “Case Multiple” rule.  E.g. at least 1.2 or 1.5 
times the minimum order quantity / units per case should fit on the shelf to optimize in-store 
logistics.  Knowing about this rule, some manufacturers claim a lot of shelf-space by creating 
large case sizes.  E.g. if a single facing holds 8 units, a case size of 24, and a case multiple rule of 
1.2, means that the product requires at least 4 facings.  (24 * 1.2 / 8, rounded up to the next 
whole number)  Even if the sales don’t justify such an amount of space. 
 
This manufacturer had optimized the case size of its products to ensure they were not creating 
large amounts of stock sitting on the shelf waiting to be sold, providing the retailer with 
interesting stock turns, which help drive profitability.  However, some of their competitors 
were claiming more space than their sales justified, simply by shipping large cases. 
 

Solution / Approach / Results 
Using the existing planograms, sales data, and the analytical what-if capabilities of the Retail 
Shelf Planner software, it was easy to point out to the retailer that there were a number of 
opportunities to improve the performance of the category if case sizes for several products 
were reduced: 
 

➢ Space would be freed up, allowing additional items to be included in the assortment 
➢ More choice for consumers leading to increased sales 
➢ Reduction of “dead stock” means a lower investment in inventory 
➢ A better balance between stock and sales gives better Stock Turns 
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Real-life examples on how planograms helped sales, continued 
 

OFFERING MORE CHOICE BY REDUCING “AIR” 

 
 
Client  
A manufacturer of food products  
 

Business Issue / Opportunity 
When reviewing the performance of one of their retail clients, and looking at the way the Rice 
category had been implemented in their stores, the Trade Marketing Manager noticed an 
opportunity.  The shelves did have a lot of space between them, leaving big gaps of “air” 
between the products and the shelf above.  In other words, most definitely not an optimal use 
of the available space. 
 

Solution / Approach  
The Trade Marketing Manager used the Retail Shelf Planner software to review the existing 
planograms for the category and came to the conclusion that it was possible to add one extra 
shelf in the bay while keeping the category easy to shop for the consumer. 
 

Result  
The extra shelf space allowed the listing of additional items.  The 15% growth of the 
assortment, lead to more than 10% growth in sales, as consumers appreciated the expanded 
selection. 
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IMPROVE SALES AND STOCK TURNS BY REDUCING INVENTORY LEVELS 

 
 
Client  
Pharmacy retailer 
 

Business Issue 
Review of the stock levels versus sales showed that the retailer was dealing with a significant 
inventory issue: the stock on shelf was almost 2x the monthly sales! 
 

Solution / Approach / Results 
With help from GRBS staff the existing situations in the stores were quickly replicated in Retail 
Shelf Planner.   
 
Once that was done, an analysis of these planograms using the analytical what-if capabilities of 
the Retail Shelf Planner software, quickly made it clear that there was no need for the 
products to be stacked more than 1 high.  By implementing this new merchandising rule, and 
using planograms to communicate it to the stores, an inventory reduction of up to 50% was 
achieved. 
 
However, the benefits didn’t stop there.  The reduction in merchandising height allowed for an 
extra shelf to be introduced in the planograms, providing space for additional assortment, 
improving sales and customer satisfaction. 
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About the author: 
Erwin Bergsma is a Dutch national with an international mindset.  He has an extensive background in the retailing 
industry that started back in the 1980's with a regional chain of bookstores in the Netherlands. Later he worked in the 
buying and merchandising department of Albert Heijn, the largest Dutch grocery-retailer. 
 
During a 14-year career in consulting, account management and marketing with the global market information 
specialist Nielsen he built up an in-depth knowledge in the areas of data analysis, Category Management, 
floorplanning, spacemanagement and assortment planning.  Having had local positions in the Netherlands, as well as 
European and global Marketing positions, Erwin has a broad understanding of the differences and similarities of 
retailing in many parts of the world. 
 
In 2005 he founded Global Retail Business Solutions, providing specialist software applications and consulting services 
to companies in the FMCG and CPG business. 
 
Over the years he has worked with many retailers and suppliers, ranging from relatively small locals to large 
multinationals, in virtually all distribution channels, including Food, Drug, Do-It-Yourself, Convenience, and Mass 
Merchandising, providing him with a unique and multi-faceted view on the retailing business. 
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+1-215-327.0490 
dennis@retailfloorplanner.com 

Canada 
Solutions ASO 
Montreal (Quebec) 
+1-514-919.8978 
jp@retailshelfplanner.com 
 

Mexico 
RETAILATAM / BPManagement 
Monterrey 
+52-81-100.33.221 
cesar@retailshelfplanner.com 
 

Brazil 
Figueira Costa Consultoria Empresarial 
Florianópolis 
+55-48-999846842 
raphael@retailshelfplanner.com 

Costa Rica & Central America 
RETAILATAM / Gravitas Cons. Network 
San José (Costa Rica) 
+506-8837.9286 
jorge@retailshelfplanner.com 
 

Chile & Rest of South America 
RETAILATAM 
Santiago (Chile) 
+56-9-7378.5279 
daniel@retailshelfplanner.com 
 

  

 
https://retailshelfplanner.com 

 
 
 

 

 

Global Retail Business Solutions is a Belgium based company with 25 years of experience in data analysis, 
Category Management, assortment-, floor- and space-planning.  Our software and services are delivered directly 
and through partners to clients around the globe. 

In those 25 years we worked with hundreds of local and international retailers and suppliers in Food and Non-
Food, guiding them in the implementation and successful use of specific software applications supporting their 
sales, marketing, buying and merchandising departments. 
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